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We welcome you to be 
Part of Our Success

Company Profile

Office and Warehouse Test LaboratoryNew Office

Warehouse Team WarehouseWarehouse

Gulf Worldwide Distribution FZE is one of the Largest and most established Distributors of  

Bearings, Lubricants, Batteries & Automotive Parts and their related services in the Middle East 

.Since 1969 our Company has been engaged in providing high quality products for various 

Industrial, Automotive and Agricultural applications.

We have succeeded to establish a reputation for providing a seamless relation between our sales 

partners and the manufacturers we represent. Our state of the art stock management systems, 

product application expertise, engineering and services support as well as on time global delivery 

services ensures complete satisfaction for our channel sales partners.

 

Our Global Network of Sales Partners Covers over 77 Countries worldwide in Asia, Middle East, 

Africa, South America and Europe. Our Head office is Located in the Jebel Ali Free Zone in Dubai in 

the United Arab Emirates and we have Regional Offices in India, China, Argentina and Romania. We 

are constantly striving to get closer to our customers. Our worldwide office network with over 120 

employees are committed  to  delivering services highest level of service  and attention to all our 

customers’ requirements. 

We invite you to be a part of success
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The Schaeffler Group has been driving forward groundbreaking 

inventions and developments in the field of motion technology for over 

75 years. With innovative technologies, products, and services for electric 

mobility, co-efficient drives, chassis solutions, Industry 4.0, digitalization,

and renewable energies, the company is a reliable partner for making motion more efficient, intelligent, 

and sustainable – over the entire life cycle.  The motion technology company manufactures high-precision 

components and systems for drive train and chassis applications as well as rolling and plain bearing 

solutions for a large number of industrial applications. 

The Schaeffler Group generated sales of EUR 15.8 billion in 2022. With around 84,000 employees, the 

Schaeffler Group is one of the world’s largest family-owned companies. With more than 1,250 patent 

applications in 2022, Schaeffler is Germany’s fourth most innovative company.

Bearings

Master Distributors

Koyo Seiko Co., Ltd. and Toyoda Machine Works, Ltd. merged 

on January 1, 2006, and have made a new start as JTEKT 

Corporation. JTEKT is the manufacturer of  Koyo branded 

bearing products. JTEKT Group (A Toyota Motor Group 

Company) has approximately 150 subsidiaries and 50,000 

employees in about 30 countries and regions. JTEKT Group 

manufactures and sells power steering which has the largest 

share of the global market, other automotive parts, Bearings, 

and machine tools with presenting “JTEKT BASIC PRINCIPLE”.

SKF Knowledge has helped develop industries and improve everyday 

life since 1907. SKF has been a trusted OE supplier to the world’s 

top car manufacturers around the globe. SKF’s product portfolio for 

the automotive aftermarket includes wheel end, engine, drivetrain 

and suspension components which are complemented by a range 

of special tooling and lubrication products. We are the Authorised 

Distributor for SKF Automotive bearings and grease products with 

a large stock of SKF bearings and SKF lubricants catering to the 

UAE Automotive Market.

Authorized Distributor

Authorized Industrial & 
Automotive Distributors

IKO was the first company in Japan to initiate  technical developments 

on the Needle Roller Bearing. Nippon Thomson Co. Ltd was established 

in the year 1950. These words — Innovation, Know-how, and Originality 

— capture company creed and are the inspiration to the brand name, 

IKO. They are manufacturers of Needle Roller Bearings, Linear Motion 

Rolling Guides, Precision Positioning Tables and Machine Components.

Regional Distributor

*Territorial restrictions apply.
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ZWZ  is the 8th largest bearing manufacturer in the world and the No. 1 

bearing manufacturer in China. It has 22 production plants spread over 

6 industrial parks. ZWZ has joint ventures with SKF, Koyo and THK. 

ZWZ manufactures entire range of  industrial bearings of upto 6 M in 

diameter. 

*Territorial restrictions apply.

Bearings

Exclusive Agents & Distributor

Manufacturing

DPI, Deccan Precision Industries established in the year 

1983 in Pune, India. Today almost 4 decades later, with 

a Globalproduction base of of over 40 ISO certified 

manufacturing sites DPI is one of India Largest bearings 

brands exported worldwide with Sales Partners in more than 

60 countries. Our Global Production Base consists of over

40 Manufacturing sites worldwide. Our range  covers over 3500 types of Industrial, Agricultural and after 

market Automotive bearings for Japanese and Korean Vehicles. DPI PowerTec Bearings & Greases have 

been specially designed for Heavy Duty European Commercial Vehicles setting the benchmark for high 

service life and lowest cost per km run. running of fleets in the region.

KONISHI SEISAKUSHO CO. Ltd has been recognised as 

a leader in the manufacturing of Precision ball bearings. 

Since 1934, MRK continues to provide the world industry 

with high quality components. MRK brand is specialised 

in Thrust Ball Bearing, Clutch Release Ball Bearing, Belt 

Tensioner / Idler Ball Bearing, King Pin Kits & Value guide.

Authorized Distributor

Automation
Beckhoff implements open automation systems using proven PC-based 

control technology. The main areas that the product range covers are 

industrial PCs, I/O and fieldbus components, drive technology, automation 

software, control cabinet-free automation, and hardware for machine vision.

Peppermint Service Robots are uniquely positioned to be the first full-stack Service 

Robotics Company in the world. Supported by SINE IIT-Bombay & Qualcomm, we 

manufacture Housekeeping Robots and Material Handling Robots tuned into your specific 

industry needs. Our full-stack platform, along with Mint OS, and modular assembly delivers 

the most efficient autonomous solutions for our clients.

Robotics

Authorised System Integrator

Exclusive Agents & Distributors
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SCHAEFFLER Arcanol Greases

Arcanol greases have for decades been a guarantee of the highest 

performance capability in rolling bearing and linear applications. 

All Arcanol greases have been subjected to a demanding test of 

suitability. For decades, Schaeffler has been carrying out research 

in thedevelopment and application of greases.

Since 2008, We have been formulating and offering the

highest Quality Greases comparable to world leading grease

manufacturers , Manufactured with 100% Virgin Base Mineral Oils. 

PowerTec Specially formulated Lithium Complex Grease for Commercial Vehicles guarantees maximum Weld 

load and a drop point of over 250 C for longest service life.

DPI                    Greases

GREASES – World Class Greases under one roof.

Greases and Lubricants

SKF Greases

In over 100 years, SKF has accrued vast knowledge about the interaction of 

lubricants, materials, and surfaces. This knowledge has led SKF, in many cases, 

to set industry standards in bearing lubricant testing.

SKF wheel bearing grease

SKF LGMT 3 is mineral oil based, lithium soap thickened grease. This premium quality grease has excellent rust inhibiting properties and
high oxidation stability within its recommended temperature range of up to +120 °C.

Exol Diesel Oil Exol Automatic 
Transmission Fluid

Exol Motorcycle Oil Exol Gear Oil Exol Hydraulic OilExol Motor Oil

Exol Product Range

www.exol.ae

Lubricants

Exol stands for Extreme Performance Engine Oils and Lubricants guaranteed to provide uncompromised 

service life no matter how extreme the conditions maybe, Exol will provide you the right solution for the any 

condition. The plant is extremely flexible and caters to providing customized solutions for all our customers 

and we are reputed for being a provider of world class lubricants. Our manufacturing plant is certified to ISO 

9001:2008 standard. Exol Lubricants are made using only the Highest Quality of 100% Virgin base oils and 

internationally approved Afton additives of USA.

JTEKT JMAX-U1 is a premium quality Di-urea based grease manufactured to 

provide high performance for Automotive wheel bearings, and Industrial and 

other general application bearings.
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Batteries

Maxlife Tubular batteries offer enhanced cyclic stability, longer life, and higher 

capacity with their tubular grids and multi-tube gauntlets. They are perfect for 

Inverters & Home UPS, Data Centers, Hospitals, Solar, Windmill Turbines, and 

other high-power backup needs.

Maxlife Tubular - India

Our Dry charge Batteries, produced in Malaysia by a top manufacturer, use 

antimony lead alloy for high-temperature durability and heavy charge/discharge 

capacity. These batteries, featuring specially designed plates, are ideal for 

automotive and marine applications worldwide.

Maxlife Dry Charged - Malaysia

MaxLife SMF batteries from China, made in a cutting-edge facility with 

Automatic Expander Technology, boast a global annual sales of over 10 

million. They are offered in SMF/GEL technology for various applications, 

including automotive, marine, and industrial uses.

Maxlife SMF - ASIA

Maxlife is the Trusted name of Batteries from the house of GULF WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION. Over a Decade 

now, Maxlife batteries are proven for its performance and long life and has gained the confidence of millions 

of users across the globe. Our batteries are manufactured by the world’s leading and renowned, manufactures 

from Korea, India, Malaysia, and China. Maxlife batteries can become your one stop solution for all SMF, DRY, 

AGM GEL, DEEP CYLCLE, VRLA, MARINE and INDUSTRIAL application battery requirements.

Applicable for:

 Introducing EXIDE Industries Limited›s PREMIUM range batteries

 for customers seeking longer life and high performance in the UAE

 environment. These batteries are ideal for automotive, solar, telecom,

 computer, railways, mining, and defense sectors. MaxLife Gold

 Batteries, manufactured by India›s largest battery manufacturer,

Maxlife Premium & Gold - Manufactured By INDIA

 EXIDE Industries Limited, feature lead calcium expanded grids (Lead Calcium Technology) for improved resistance

 to corrosion, overcharging, gassing, water usage, self-discharge, and thermal runaway, offering a wide range of

applications.

ATLASBX batteries are manufactured by Hankook & Company Co., Ltd., #1 in Korea and designed to provide 

satisfactory power and battery life for a wide range of vehicles.

 ATLASBX SMF Batteries feature calcium-lead alloy

 corrosion-resistant grids for durability and reduced water

 consumption. Their sealed casing prevents shorts and

 active material shedding, minimizing self-discharge and

 gassing while extending shelf life. Suitable for Japanese,

 European, Korean, and American automotive and marine

applications.

Authorized Distributor
Hankook & Company Co. Ltd. - S. Korea
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Auto Parts

we offer a comprehensive range of high-quality automotive components, including Brake pads, Disc rotors, 

Starter & Alternator, Shock Absorbers, Control Arms, Stabilizer Links, Tie Rod Ends, Ball Joints, Power Steering 

Pumps, Engine Mountings, Strut Mountings, Centre Support Bearings, Bushings, Hoses, CV Boots, Steering Rack 

Boots, Wiper Blades, Engine Gaskets, and Filters (Air, Oil, Fuel, Cabin A/C). Trust us for all your automotive needs.

For more than 30 years, DPI Automotive bearings 

have earned global trust in the automotive 

industry. Our customers inspired us to expand 

into allied automotive parts from trusted sources, 

maintaining our unwavering commitment to 

quality. In our MAXLIFE AUTOPARTS brand, 

Maxlife Autoparts Product Range

Smooth & Powerful cranking, 
Trouble free starting and 
Reliable Long Life.  Maxlife 
starters are your reliable 
partners in any climatic 
conditions.

Exceptional Visibility, Long 
Lasting and Quiet operation 
across all Terrains and Severe 
Weather Conditions anywhere in 
the world. Maxlife Wiper Blades 
is your Trusted partner keeping 
you Safe and ensuring a smooth 
driving experience.

Maxlife’s commitment to excellence means 
our rubber parts undergo stringent quality 
testing to meet and surpass industry 
standards. When you choose Maxlife, you 
choose a trusted partner for performance, 
safety, and durability. Our premium range 
of automotive rubber parts, featuring CV 
Boots, Steering Boots, Engine Mountings, 
Shock Absorber Mountings, and Bushes.

Engineered for endurance and 
reliability, ensuring your vehicle’s 
power needs are always met, 
mile after mile. Trust in Maxlife for 
consistent performance and peace 

of mind on the road.

Engineered for precision and 
durability, our high-performance 
braking components deliver optimal 
stopping power, ensuring your 
safety on the road. Trust Maxlife for 
dependable braking solutions that 

stand the test of time.

Unleash unmatched stopping 
power with our high-
performance pads, engineered 
for safety and precision. Elevate 
your braking experience with 

Maxlife.

Elevate your driving 
experience with our 
premium shock absorbers, 
designed for unparalleled 
comfort and stability. 
Maximize your ride’s 
performance and enjoy 
a smoother journey with 

Maxlife.

Delivering top-tier filtration to 
keep your engine breathing 
clean and performing at 
its best. Trust in Maxlife for 
ultimate protection and 

longevity on the road.

BRAKE DISC & DRUM

BRAKE PADS & SHOES

STARTER ALTERNATOR

RUBBER PARTS SHOCK ABSORBERWIPER BLADE

FILTERS

Established in 1948, MUSASHI is a trusted 

OEM oil seal manufacturer for top car 

brands like Toyota, Honda, and more. 

Schaeffler’s LuK brand leads the global clutch 

market, used in one-third of cars worldwide and 

half in Europe. They’re the top OE supplier for 

clutches and also serve commercial vehicles.

Osram: A global leader in sensors, 

lighting, and innovation. #2 in LEDs, 

#2 in Light Sensors, and a key player 

in the Automotive lamps aftermarket.

555 is a leading Japanese brand under 

Sankei Industry Co. Ltd., offering Steering & 

Suspension Parts for Japanese and Korean 

vehicles, such as Tie Rod End, Control Arm, & 

more.

Other Auto Parts



MO 0253 Jebel Ali Free Zone P.O. Box 261619, Dubai, UAE

Tel: +971(4)881 4100 | Fax: +971(4)881 4343 

sales@gulfworldwide.net | www.gulfworldwide.net

sales@maxlife-battery.com | www.maxlife-battery.com
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